
Your exam could include questions from this list of 

topics:

Atoms, Elements and Compounds

Cells, Photosynthesis and Respiration

Electricity

Further Forces

Our Earth

Reproduction

Use the revision sheets that you completed for 

each test in science to help you revise for your 

exams.



Writing 

notes

Write a summary of 

each topic.  

Discussing 

the topic 

with a friend

Explain a topic to your 

friend means that you 

both get to understand 

it.

Using index 

cards

Summarise a topic 

per card.  Use to 

test yourself that 

you know all the 

information.

Produce a 

mind maps

After you have revised 

a topic draw a mind 

map.  Compare the 

mind map to your 

notes to see if you 

know everything

Producing a 

glossary

Write down the key 

term and  its 

definition – so you 

can learn them.  

Learning 

definitions

One side of the card 

has the definition, the 

other the key word.  

Use as a test to see if 

you know the key 

words.

Drawing 

diagrams

Practice drawing 

diagrams from 

memory, including 

labels and 

explanations.

Speaking 

your notes 

out loud

Reading through your 

notes out load can 

check to see if they 

make sense as it 

requires you to listen 

to what you have read.

How do I revise?
You need to:

• use your exercise book as a source of information for your revision

• break your revision up into small pieces

• do something active – make notes, draw diagrams, use spider 

diagrams

• only spend 15 minutes revising before having a short break before 

continuing with your revision

• revise for about 1 ½ hours per week 

The methods of revising listed in the table help you to be active in your 

revision.
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Just reading your exercise book is not a good way to revise.



Atoms, elements and compounds 
topic
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Know that there is a huge variety of materials

State that materials can be solids, liquids or gases

Understand that there is a small number of elements from which all 

other materials are made

To distinguish between elements and other materials

That each element is made up of one sort of particle and these are 

called atoms

That elements cannot be broken down into simpler substances 

(chemically)

All known elements are contained in the periodic table

The element are divide into about 75% metals & 25% non-metals

Describe how the properties of metals & non-metals differ

Know that chemical symbols can  be used to represent an element

Know that elements vary in their appearance and state

Describe the differences in elements and compound in terms of atoms

Be able to name a compound produced in a reaction

Be able to represent and explain chemical reactions by word equations

Describe the differences in elements and compound in terms of atoms

Describe the chemical and physical properties of the group one metals

Complete an experiment to test the properties of metal oxides

name a compound produced in a reaction

represent and explain chemical reactions by word equations

Describe how to tell if a chemical change has taken place

describe and explain the difference between physical and chemical 

changes

Explain the meaning of ‘chemical reaction’, ‘reactants’ and ‘products’

What happens to the total mass of chemicals in a reaction

Explain what happens to atoms during a chemical reaction

State what combustion is

Describe the tests for the products for combustion

Write equations for combustion reactions



Cells, photosynthesis and 
respiration topic
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Know that organisms are comprised of cells

Understand the difference between a cell, tissue and organ

Be able to name cells, tissues and organs of plants and animals

Know the names of the parts of a cell

Understand the functions of the parts of a cell

Be able label the parts of a cell on diagrams

Know the parts of a microscope

Understand how to use a microscope

Be able to prepare a specimen of plant tissue to view under a microscope

Know that organisms are comprised of many different types of cell

Understand how shapes of cells are related to their function

Be able to name specialised cells and their functions

Know the equation for respiration

Understand the difference between reactants and products

Be able to explain why dead cells do not respire

Know that respiration releases energy in cells

Understand how this energy is used by cells

Know that photosynthesis is a chemical reaction that occurs in cells 

containing chloroplasts

Understand how a plant grows using the principles of photosynthesis

Be able to explain the roles of each part of a plant in photosynthesis 

(including reference to specialised cells)

Know how to test for presence of starch

Understand how plants both respire and photosynthesise

Know where carbohydrates are found in plants

Understand why different parts of plants contain different carbohydrates



Electricity topic
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Know that conductors like metal allow electricity to flow through them 

and insulators do not

Be able to link this to the resistance of the material 

Know the rules of charged objects

Be able to charge an insulator and explain why this happens

Understand how lightening forms and its link to static electricity

Explain why we use circuit symbols to represent components in a 

circuit

Know how to draw circuit diagrams using the correct circuit symbols

Be able to build circuits using circuit diagrams

Understand what voltage is and what it is measured in

Be able to measure voltage in a circuit

Explain how we can increase the voltage supplied to a circuit

Know what current is and how to measure it

Be able to draw and construct a series and parallel circuits

Explain what happens to the current in a series circuit and parallel 

circuit

Understand why circuits have resistance

Know what happens to the brightness of bulbs in a series circuit when 

the number of bulbs increases

Be able to calculate the resistance of a circuit

Know the three magnetic materials

Understand how to test a material to see if it is magnetic

Know the rules of attraction and repulsion between poles

Be able to sketch the magnetic field region around a bar magnet, two 

magnets with opposite poles facing each other and two magnets with 

the same poles facing each other

Be able to apply knowledge of electrical circuits to an unfamiliar 

situation

Know how to construct an electromagnet

Understand what factors will make an electromagnet stronger

Be able to explain where electromagnets are used



Further forces
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Know how to measure distance and time.

Be able to calculate speed and give correct units.

Understand what a distance-time graph represents and be able to plot 

one

Be able to use a distance-time graph to estimate  times and distances 

of the journey

Be able to describe a journey from the shape of the distance-time 

graph

Know what factors can affect how quickly a car can come to rest

Understand the difference between stopping distance, thinking 

distance and braking distance

Know that a moment depends on the force applied and the distance 

from the pivot point

Be able to calculate a moment and assign appropriate units

Know how we can balance a simple lever system

Understand the principle of moments

Be able to apply knowledge of moments to an unfamiliar situation
Be able to make a see-saw balance using different arrangements

Know that pressure depends on force and surface area of object

Be able to calculate pressure and assign appropriate units

Know why some objects sink and others float in water

Be able to measure the volume of regular and irregular shapes



Our Earth topic
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Draw a labelled diagram of the Earth structure

Describe the properties of each of the layers

Explain the evidence for composition of each layer

State what magma and lava is
(Molten (liquid) rock is called magma)

Describe how the rate of cooling affects crystals size
(At the earth’s surface it is cooler, so rock cools quicker giving smaller crystals 

e.g. basalt

Deeper in the earth’s crust it is warmer, giving slower cooling and bigger crystals 

e.g. granite)

Deduce how an igneous rock was formed from the size of its crystals

State what a fossil is
(The imprint of a dead plant or animal found in rock (which is very old)

Describe how sedimentary rock is formed
Sediment settles as horizontal layers under water

Older layers are compressed by newer layers by compaction

Explain how fossils are found in sedimentary rock forms
Minerals cement the grains together very slowly to form sedimentary rock

state what ‘metamorphic’ means (changed)

Describe the conditions needed for metamorphic rock to form 
(can be formed from sedimentary (or igneous rock) when put under high pressure 

and medium heat ( abut 100C) for many years)

Explain where metamorphic rock is likely to be formed
(Mountains are formed as 2 of the Earth’s plates collide causing great pressure. 

Heat from Magma)

Describe the changes to rocks in the rock cycle
Explain the rock cycle using particle theory

Define the words ‘porous’ and non-porous

Identify whether a rock is porous or non-porous

State some processes that add or remove carbon/carbon dioxide from 

the atmosphere

Annotate the carbon cycle showing natural & man-made processes

Explain how carbon is converted in a natural or man-made process

State what human activities are causing global warming.

Describe how global warming occurs.

Explain equations for combustion of fossil fuels

State how recycling encourages a more sustainable planet.

Evaluate the benefits and drawbacks of recycling.



Reproduction topic
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How is a flower structured for reproduction

he various ways that pollination occurs: wind and insect pollination

How fertilisation occurs between the pollen and egg, how seed and fruit 

form and dispersal

State that a new life starts when a sperm fertilises an egg 

State that mammalian young are fertilised internally and develop in the 

uterus

Identify and describe how sperm and egg cells are adapted to their 

functions

Describe fertilisation in terms of the fusion of sex cells

Name, locate and describe the functions of the reproductive structures

Recognise that reproductive organs mature during puberty as a 

consequence of growth and circulating hormones 

Describe the observable changes of puberty in males and females.

Provide examples of how physical and emotional development proceed 

at different rates 

Describe the changes of the menstrual cycle, e.g. egg maturation, 

ovulation, menstruation

Recognise egg production as a cyclic activity

Make calculations, e.g. ovulation date and menstruation date, for a 

regular cycle

Identify the structures in a pregnant uterus and explain the function of 

amniotic fluid

Describe the general route taken by nutrients from the mother’s 

digestive system to the foetus’ brain 

State that oxygen, water and digested food pass from the mother’s blood 

to the foetus’ blood and that carbon dioxide and other waste products 

pass in the opposite direction 

That harmful substances (Alcohol and tobacco smoke) and viruses can 

cross the placenta into the foetus and affect development


